1Introduction
To place our review of the current work of the University of Southampton Chemical Informatics group in context, it is useful to explain how we started to work in this area; ac ombination of av ision and funding opportunities.
In the early 1990's one of us (JGF), benefiting from increased computerization of his laboratoryb ut still using the BBC Microcomputer, [1] started to be concernedw ith the storage of data with regard specifically to the reproducibility of experiments. Even on as mall scale, in ap ulsed laser experiment, the computer made it possible in principle to record the signalf or each laser pulse,r athert han as previously,a na verage integrated with ab oxcaro rs imilar gate. The advantage was that much betters tatistical calculations could be made, thresholds could be varieda nd the effect of changing them could be investigated. The disadvantages were much more data filling up disks and data being kept but without ag ood index, so its value could decay rapidly.
Av ision, where the path betweend ata and paperw as traversable in either direction, the pathways would be maintained, providing permanentp rovenance,a nd context for data and the paper,w as born, but could not be achieved with the technology then available. The World Wide Web was in its infancy,aSouthampton system, Microcosm [2, 3] was ap ossibility,b ut hyperlinks, data standards, in fact most of the necessary parts of ad ata ecosystem, were simply not available.
Navigation
Ag uidet ot he subsequent sectionso ft his paper is appropriate. We start byo utlining the e-Scienceo rigins and approach that we have taken to the evolution of chemical informaticsi nS outhampton. In Section 2w ee xplain how the fact that, even in the just over 10 years that we have been pursuing the informatics agenda, the digital worldh as changed significantly,w hich has impacted on both the chemistry and the researchers creating, learninga nd using chemicali nformation.
In Section 3w ed iscuss the representation of chemical information in as emantically meaningful manner within the worldwide digital infrastructure (Internet and the World Wide Web), summarising our published work and whati t has led on to, together with an exemplar discussion on previously unpublished work on the representation of quantities and units on the Semantic Web.
In Section 4w et ake al ook at the role of electronic (or digital) laboratory notebooks (ELNs), setting our web-based ELN (primarily LabTrove) and semanticw ork (Smart Te a) within ag eneral context of the evolution of scientific note taking and provide ad escription of our latest work on an "API-driven core"t os upportamobile-first notebook system.
In Section 5w ec onsidert he nature and functions of data repositories for chemical information from both atechnical and as ocial perspective. In section 6a nd the conclusion we look at how all these pieces join together to support the much more digitally enabled laboratory of the future, and consider how much of the original vision of CombeChem has been accomplished, surpassed or bypassed and how much is still to be achievedi nt he provision of tools and services to support the laboratory researcheri nc hemical sciences.
As ag uidet othem anyS outhampton projects an outline Gantt style chart is given in Figure 1 .
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2The UK e-Science Programme?
In early 2000s the UK initiated new interdisciplinary research funding:w ithin the ICT programmes the Interdisciplinary Research Collaborations were complemented by the cross-researchc ouncil e-Science programme The e-Science area was described as "research done through distributed global collaborations enabled by the Internet, using very large data collections, terascale computing resources and high performance visualisation." [4] In Southampton we put together ab id thati nvolvedc hemists, statisticians and computer scientists, looking at the collection, analysis, and prediction of structure and function of different crystalline solid forms( polymorphs) taking advantage of the then relatively new high-throughput and combinatorial approaches to chemical discovery.T he project, owing much to combinatorial approaches to experimental and computational polymorph studies, became known as the CombeChem project, [5] as an application of e-Science principles to high throughput and Combinatorial Chemistry (Combichem) The "visionary" UK effort led to cyberinfrastructure programmes in the USA and Australia".
The CombeChem project was unique amongst the initial e-Science projectsi ni ts emphasis on users and usability studies.U sability did subsequently become as ignificant area with in the e-Science programme. This initiated ac onsiderable amounto fc hemical informatics research within Southampton. Particularly relevant for this papera re the research themes on chemical information and the Semantic Web [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and the work on Electronic Laboratory Notebooks. [14, 15] The e-Science programme was not the only driver for the Southampton Chemical Information group. The EPSRCfunded CombinatorialC hemistryp rojectl ed by Mark Bradley (which funded an ew building at Southampton in 1998), offered huge potential in generating chemical structure and property data. The National Crystallography Service (NCS), [16] whichm oved to Southampton in 1998, provided not only am ajor capability in structural studiesb ut also interactions with ad iverse range of research groups around the country.
At about the same time the JISC (Joint Information Systems Committee, now Jisc) startedaData Management theme,w hich has continuedi no ne form or anothert oa ddress institutional issues with data management. The early work of the CombeChem project was adoptedb ym embers of UKOLN (United Kingdom Office for Library and Information Networking) [17] and led to our connection with reposi- It will become clear that as ignificant amount of our research in these areas has been as much concerned with the human and social aspects of researchers as it has with software and computational technology.A ttitudest ot he use and role of digitalt echnology in chemistry are as diverse as the subject itself. Societal and fundingd rivers and commercial pressures do not necessarily align and have produced different views over the sub-disciplines and research linked to otherm ajor areas,s uch as the life sciences and bioinformatics. For these areas the drive is towards openness, whereas for medical research, or where business profits are involved, the trend has until very recently been quite the opposite.
Am ajor concern with both funders and the wider community has been the willingness and ability to share information, both papers and data. Attitudes to this vary tremendously acrosst he chemistry community,b ut technological considerations have also played ap art. Barriers to efficient curation need to be overcome and rewardf or sharing clarified [18] and References therein.
3T he Evolving Digital World
From the outset of our e-Science research, the importance of the Web and Web services in providing chemists with access to chemical information was clear. [19] How this could be achieved was much less obvious. What was needed to providev ersatile, easy to create and easy to use systems, and to ensure that the vast quantitieso fc hemical information could and would flow into these systems, was much less obvious. That this needed to be done became increasingly clear.F or Generation X( born early 1960s to early 1980s) and Generation Y( born early 1980s to early 2000s), studieso ft heir views on access and availability of information, wheres earching on the Web was instinctive (if not in- Special Issue United Kingdom tuitive), showed the directiono ft ravel and indicated what researchers of the future (as seenf rom the perspective of the early 2000's) would expect and demand. [20, 21] The rise of social networks and networking has changed the environmenti nw hich chemistry students andr esearchers operate. However,w hile many of these individuals use social networking tools in their everyday lives, the uptake and use within chemical research has been slow and patchy.I nt he early days limitations int he representationo f chemistry on the Webc ould perhapsb eb lamed, but subsequently it is clear that entrenched attitudest owards sharing information are more significant barriers. As we will see in subsequent sections, as the technical problems are steadily solved the social problems remain and until and unless appropriate recognition goes with the sharing of information, little will change, even in the face of funders' demands.
This emphasiso nt he users' perspective fitted very well with the CombeChem project and the work on electronic laboratory notebooks, which had the aim of bringing people, materials and processes uniformly onto the Web, led by the need to provide at ool that researchers would actually use.O ur focusi ntegrated surprisingw ell with the evolution of the e-Science programme as aw hole towards the RCUKD igital Economy programme. [21] Moreover,t he UK Government has set as ervice standardo fD igital by Default: [22] the era of digital by design has arrived and "digital and mobile first" informs much of our current e-Science thinking.
The "alwayso n" 3G and now 4G connectivity thats mart phones have provided for many people, at least in the urban areas of the developed world -a sw ell as wide scale Wi-Fi in educationale nvironments -h as changed expectations.
Work prior to the e-Science programmem ade great strides in the representation of chemical information by computers;t he syntax of digitalc hemistry already had well defined standards. [23] In CML (Chemical MarkupL anguage) there was even as tandard that conformed to much more general computer sciences tandards. [24, 25] The aim of the CombeChem Project and subsequent researcha tS outhampton has been to build upon these structures by adding semantics, bringingc hemistry to and into the Semantic Web (andp erhaps to an even more general concept of aS emioticW eb when disciplinary and cultural contexts apply [26] ).
4The Representation of Chemical Information
Firstly we briefly review the stateo fc hemical information on the World Wide Web as it was and has developed over the last decade and ah alf. Much of this work was the inspiration of the chemical informatics groups at the University of Cambridge and Imperial College London,a nd is perhaps succinctly expressedi nt he existence of CML. [24, 25] The initial scepticism about CML, and issues with the stability of the implementations of the associated tools, led to ad elay in the adoption of CML as as tandard for the interchange of chemical structures. This position has radically changed in the last 10 years and now almost all chemical tools can export structures as CML. [27] We thereforei nitiated work on mapping chemistry onto or into the Semantic Weba nd looked at the representation of chemicald ata and structures using RDF.
However,w ea lso had aw ider view in mind when mapping chemical data into and ontot he Semantic Web. We wanted not simply toe nable or facilitated ata integration, as till vital task, but also to integrate data and processb y using ac ommon" language" to describe both, using the subject-predicate-object expressions of the Resource Description Framework (RDF) language. The importance of this viewpoint is particularly relevanti nt he following section, where we consider the development of electronico r digital research notebooks.
Our work focussed on the creation of as chema using RDFS to describe chemical data together with its provenance. This was our earliest contact with whatw as to become am ajor theme:t he provenance of data and processes. The associatedm etadata ensured that the provenance was as fully described as practically possible,reflecting the need to be pragmatic rather than ap urist to establish that the systemsw ere acceptable.
The RDF schema (RDFS) and associated software (triple stores and interfaces) has been described in chemistry and computer sciencep apers. [8] [9] [10] This was our firsta ttempt to bring chemicald ata to the Semantic Web and met with all the issues about the nature of the object being described. This work directlyc ontributed to the extensive research that generatedt he ChemAxiom ontology [28] and then subsequently the ChemInf ontology. [29] In principle these ontologies now allow most chemical attributes to be described in ac onsistent manner within the Semantic Web alongside biological interest. [30, 31] Wider representations of people, places and topics are also feasible. [32] During this period wea lso undertook research into information modelling techniques, including, but not confined to, machine-readable descriptionso fq uantitiesa nd units, and property prediction using QSPR models. [33] Somer esearch into the semanticm odelling of quantitiesa nd units had been conducted in the early days of the adoption of XML representations of data, but seemed to stall, as did several other semanticp rojects.
All practical scientific investigations rely on aw ell-understood frameworko fq uantities and units.W hile it might seem that the issuesw ould be wellu nderstood,c loser investigation reveals that many potential pitfalls still exist. Our perspective on the representation of quantities and units within the SemanticW eb framework was driven by two ideals. One of us (JGF) is involved in the IUPAC project on the terminology and symbols for physicalc hemistry (IUPAC GreenB ook [34] ), so the computer representation of Special Issue United Kingdom this material was an obvious need.I namore pragmatic approach we considered that if text is marked up with semantics and, for example,t he indication is that ap articularp assage is about ap ressure, it should be possible to check that the quantities, symbols, units are consistent with the text. Historically,s everal high profile failures attributed to conversion issues,s uch as the Mars Climate Orbiter in 1999, [35] have led to ac ompelling general need for the semantics of conversions involving unitst obec lear.
To achieve that aim, the semantics of the quantities and units have to be represented in as chema form,f or which we chose RDF.T he flexibility and extensibility of RDF enable the capture of the many details required for chemical data.
The failures we refert oa bove do not involve "unit conversions"a ss uch:w hat is really occurring is the expression of am easure of some property in different units, which is aq uantity conversion. For manyq uantities this is not an issue as the process is multiplicative. For example, we convert al ength expressed in imperial units to metric units by simply scaling the unit. However,f or temperature the conversion between o Fa nd o Ci sn ot as imples caling, as we have to adjust the origin.
Kieron Ta ylor's doctoralr esearch at Southampton addressed the issues of quantity conversion as parto faprogramme of applying e-Science techniques to chemical propertyp rediction. [33] Recently,d uring the preparation of this paper we became aware of the recent workb yN ASA and To pQuadrant, Inc. [36] that looks to have goals similart o those reported in Ta ylor's thesis.
In ap aper presented to the 2006 UK e-Science All Hands Meeting, Ta ylor et al. set out the case for machine-readable unit descriptionsa nd proposed an RDF schema for representing quantities,u nits, and unit conversions, where aq uantity represents ad imension expressed in termso f au nit. [37] Subsequently,T aylor,G ibbins, and Frey extended this workt oi nclude valuesa nd developed a' Units Ontology' using OWL (Web OntologyL anguage). [38] Av alue is represented byar esourcew ith ar df:value property bearing the numerical value,e xpresseda sa nX ML Schema decimal datatype (xsd:decimal), while the unit and (optional) scaling factor prefixa re indicated by the properties has-unit and has-prefix respectively.T he 'Units Ontology' adopted seven base physical quantities, being the set comprising the ISO base quantities. They implemented the 'Units Ontology' in ap rototype program, called "uniterator", that accepted RDF files containing numerical valuesa nd units, and requests to convert to others ets of units. The program reduces the input units to SI base units by expanding any derived SI quantities, and performing all necessary conversions to SI base units.T he prototype had limitations, for example, being unable to identify the use of units out of context, but demonstrated nevertheless that it is feasible to make scientific units machine-understandable in amanageable manner consistent with bestp ractice on the Semantic Web.
5From Smart Teat oBlog 3 
Electronic Laboratory Notebooks (ELNs)
The work on ELNs overlapst wo of our main themes,t hat of the representation of chemical information and the changing nature of laboratories and is potentially ak ey provider of informationt or epositories. It plays heavily in both the areas of human and computer interaction and that of sharing of information (use and reuse). Three of our projectsa re of note here: Smart Te a, LabTrove and blog 3 . The initial (and indeed on-going) aim was to represent both materials and processes within the Semantic Web framework. Our work with the Smart Te ap roject was ator perhaps beyond -t he capabilities of the technology (both physical in termso ft ablet computers and software in terms of the developmento fR DF). Accordingly,w ec oncluded that it went beyond what users woulda ccept at the time. That recognition led us to consider am ore informal Web 2.0 approach based on ab log, which resulted in the LabTrove project. [14] LabTrove was followed by blog 3 ,w hich initiatedafully API-driven approach to the ELN blog. The principles developed for blog 3 are being migrated to the LabTrove system and will provide the basis for the future "mobile first"L abTrove-styleE LN.
In this paper we will briefly describe the main principles of Smart Te aa nd LabTrove from the informatics and data handling pointso fv iew while referring the reader to recent papers for the details.
The Smart TeaP roject
This is one area where our themesa nd topics interact. We were very interested in the potential of ELNs to capture synthetic chemistry.O ur aim -s omewhat optimistic for the time -w as to representb oth the chemical data and the processi nasimilar,c ommon, methodology,a nd chose RDF as the meanst op rovide this description. We realised that the UK COSHH [39] requirement to have ah ealth and safety plan in place for each experiment undertaken meant that we could create ad igital harness in advance of as ynthetic procedure, requiring only relativelys mallc hanges to the processes followed by as ynthetic chemist. This approach not only gave us metadata in advance,b ut also led directly to the concept of ap lan and forward-looking provenance, which came to fruition in subsequent work on Planning and Enactment (P&E). [40, 41] The implementation of the desktop-and tablet-based Smart Te as ystem suffered from being too close to the "bleeding edge" of technology:t he tablet systemsa nd interface then available weren ot ideal, handwriting recognition was poor,a nd the RDF technology was underdeveloped. Specifically,t he latter neededi nventionsl ike ORE (Object Reuse and Exchange), [42, 43] RDF manifests, and better RDF databases (triple stores). Neverthelessw ew ere able to trial the system and understand where user resist-ance was an issue.W ew ere not at the time able to carry out as ufficient number of experiments to create enough data to experimentw ith data integrationa nd search. As we were doingt his work before SPARQL( SPARQL Protocola nd RDF Query Language) [44] was fully defined,o ur queries would in any event have been limited.
LabTrove
The complexitieso fp roviding the necessary detail of material and process, especially without the large scale openaccess material databases now available( e.g.,C hemSpider) suggested thatw ew ould be betterb ringing users into the digital world via am uch gentler route. Most of the younger research students in the early 2000's were familiar with blogging (then the only widely used, or at least widely talked-about and viewed, social networking tool). This suggested that they would be comfortable with ab log-style approacht hat came with the necessary features for al aboratory notebook and enabled (but did not insist on) the use of metadata. The resultingL abTrove software [14] has now been usedb ys everal research groups, [44] of which we would highlightt he open notebook sciencec onsortia run by Mat To dd. [45, 46] 
Blog 3
In this section we describe the blog 3 software in more detail, as this has not been published elsewhere. Blogging had movedo na sacommunicationm edium since we developed LabTrove as ab log-based system and more dynamic user interfaces had come into common use, for example, the adoption of the AJAX group of technologies [47] and the pervasive espousalo fF acebook. It therefore became clear that we should adopt am ore moderna pproach for the future to enable greater use of mobile technology and aw ider varietyo fu ser interfacesa nd platforms. Consequently,w ec reated an API-driven core for ad igital laboratory notebook, which could be accessed from ab rowser,o ne ither ad esktopo ramobile device, and by agents runningl aboratorye quipment. This core was implemented using the Ruby on Rails framework [48] as the blog 3 system, with role-based access control and semantic capabilities, by facilitating the representationo ft he contento f the notebook using both ar elational databasea nd at riple store. Ruby on Rails is database-agnostic. For the demonstrator,w eu sed MySQL. However,t he systemw ould work equally well with PostgreSQL, or any other supported relational database engine). The blog 3 system uses the Rubyl ibrary to implement the OAUTH 2.0 protocol. [49] blog 3 authorises all actions that affect database resources, and access to private blogsr equires the appropriate permission, thus giving users complete control over who can access theirr esources. All blogs are either public (visible to all users) or private (visible to selected users, using awhite-list). blog 3 includes auser-configurable, role-based access control system, the default roles being:R eader,A uthor,a nd Editor.D efault settings, with common roles, are provided for new blogs. However, the defaultsc an be overridden, and the blog ownerc an define new roles. blog 3 also ensurest hat users see only what they are allowed to access;u sers will not even be aware of the existenceo faresourcet ow hich they do not have access.
The original blog 3 source codea nd documentation was held on RubyForge. As this repository has now closed we are in the process of relocating the sourcec ode and API Developer's Guide. Furtherinformation is available from reference. [50] During the development of the blog 3 system, at one stage it marked up its posts as XHTML extended with RDFa attributes, thus enabling other applications to extract the semantics of the entry:posts were therefore simultaneously both human-and machine-readable. RDFa has not been as universally used as we had anticipated and the current version makes it as easy to obtain an RDF version of the post as it is to obtain the HTML. blog 3 usest he RDF.rb library for the Ruby programming language to convert relational database records into RDF on demand either by adding .rdf to the post URL or by content negotiation. [51] Similarly other formats are available. The RDF can then be imported into at riple store to facilitate graph-based queries. We had considered an automatic synchronization between the blog 3 relational database and at riplestorea si sd one with MyExperiment.H owever the problem with this approach, using one triplestore containing all the relationships pertinent to the entire blog 3 instance, is that the graphical queries would then have access to all the informationi nblog 3 and thus enable inferences using information to which ag iven user should not have access. For example, if two users are using the same synthetic procedure, one user might discover that the other useri ss ynthesizing commercially sensitive substances.
Providing aw ay to download the informationt ow hich au ser has access, as RDF,a llows thatu ser to create at riplestore with only the information they should have accesst o. We believe this is simpler than trying to place access controls on the inferences in as ingle triplestore.
The system is "RESTful", with each entity-type in blog 3 consisting of two parts:am achine-readable API with CRUD (create,r ead, update and destroy)a nd other operations, like "publish" for posts,u sing av ariety of content types, including XML, JSON and RDF) and ah uman-readable HTML interface, accessed through the Webb rowser.C lients communicate with the machine-readable APIs using REST. blog 3 provides Atom feeds (related to the traditional RSS) for posts in ab log, comments in ab log, and comments for each individual post. Chemists can enrich the content of their posts by embeddingd epictions of chemical structures using CML. As the system recognises a" chemical formula" (SMILES, InChI,C ML) it can automatically extract the content and resolve the chemical structure to ar ecord in the
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ChemSpider database. [52] All the informationa bout the chemicale ntity is embedded in ap ost copying this transfers all this information, not just the visible figure. Equation objects are treated similarly.The various plugins to facilitate blog 3 were implemented via the TinyMCE editor.
[53]
6Digital Repositories and Chemistry
The succession of projectsr elated to digital repositories evolved from the CombeChem project,w ith particular focus on data provenancea nd the reuse of primary data not only for research but also for teaching and learning.B eginning in 2003,J isc funded the eBank UK programme to investigate ar ange of issuesa ssociated with the management of research data:d iscover,a ccess, use and reuse, provenance, and metadata schema for datasets. Jisc support continued in subsequent years, particularly with the series of Programmes: Digital Repositories, [54] Repositories and Preservation, [55] and Managing Research Data. [56] We describe the projects to which Southampton University were leading contributors in more detail in the next section, following which we examine the knowledge gained with regard to the data lifecycle, the challenges and requirements associated with managing data repositories, and the roles and responsibilitieso fr esearchersa nd the wider community.
Digital repositories are av ital element in the research data lifecycle:t he processes and workflows tend to be cyclical:a rchiving, accessing, and using both primary and derived data. Eventually such data could be used for teaching and learning. [57] The eBank project investigated "linking from primary data to other research outputs within the scholarly knowledge cycle". [58] One of the challenges identified during the eBank project was that,w hile institutions were developing their document repositories, there was "little evidence that institutions are examining the curation and preservation of primary data within their Faculties, Schools and Departments."
The culture of e-Science rests upon collaboration,s haring, and interoperation, features that havef lourished over the ten years of this review.N evertheless, at around the mid-point, the final report of the eCrystals Federation, which originatedf rom the eBank Project, noted, inter alia: "Advocacy programmesw ill be essential to assist withp opulating the data repositories, since therei sn oe stablishedc ulture of sharing data within the chemistry domain."
Metadatai safundamentalp art of the data lifecycle and is essential for effective sharing and interoperability: "For ar epository to be interoperable with other repositories, via an integrated research infrastructure, and to enable ah arvesting process by third party services, it must publish its metadata according to as trictlyc ontrolled schema". [58] In reviewingt he Southampton contributions to the field of Repositories, we beginw ith an overview of fourp rojects to whichw ew ere leading contributors, then identify as election of specific findings regarding the data lifecycle,t he challenges and requirements, and roles and responsibilities.
Overview of Southampton Projects
The first three projectst hat we describe werea ssociated with and/orevolved from the Jisc-funded eBank UK project, which was "an interdisciplinaryp roject that ran between 2003 and 2007, across 3f unding phases". [59] Jisc, supported aw ide rangeo fp rojects related to digital repositories, under programmes such as:S emantic Grid and Autonomic Computing;D igital Repositories;R epositoriesa nd Preservation.
The University of Southampton is the primary location for the National Crystallography Service (NCS),w hich is currently one of the mid-range facilities funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC). [16] The NCS has been closely associated with digital repositories, most notablya sap artner in eBank, which resulted in leading the eCrystals federation. Under the auspices of the CrystalGrid Network, also funded by the EPSRC, [60] ag roup of small moleculec rystallographers held aw orkshopt o begin developing al ife cyclem odel for crystallographic data. This meeting led to as econd workshop that reported findings in the following topic areas: [61] -S tandards-based infrastructuref or archivalo fr aw data, processed data and results -O perational and archival dataf ormats and metadata schema -C ommunity interest and involvementi nt he process of developing standards and building infrastructure for data management -T he findings discussedi nt he workshop reporti nfluenced the future research into datar epositories at Southampton.
R4L
The Repository for the Laboratory project (R4L) ranf rom May 2005 until May 2007,s pecifically to investigate the requirements of ar epositoryf or experimental, laboratorybased science, focusing on supportf or chemical analysis. "The laboratory repository is as eparate entity from the institutionalr epository not out of architectural necessity, but in order to emphasiseadifference in purpose and to ensure the development of appropriate policies". [62] The exemplar repository developed by the R4L team was "capable of ingesting, storing, managing and presenting ac ross section of some ten different types of data holding arising from differenta nalyticalt echniques. The ingest processes have been carefully designed, followingd etailed analysis of laboratoryw orkflows, in order to ensure complete capture of the raw,d erived and descriptive data and thus provide af ull provenancet rail and support ac omprehensive preservation process."
The requirementsg atheringa nd preliminary analysis phases of the project identified issues arising from the wide range of file formats that would need to be accommodated. The general lack of standards led to ac hangei n the aims of the project, thus shifting the emphasis to producing ap roof-of-concept demonstrator supporting al imited rangeo ff ile formats. The overall intention remained" to enable the scientific reportingp rocess to keep up with the speed of moderns cientific analysis and to improve the accuracy,q uality and reusability of scientific reports."
Althought he primary output of the project was the exemplar repository,R 4L also conducted as urvey of chemists' use of IT tools and methods in the course of their research.
"The results of this survey indicate that, although chemists regularly use IT and must prepare and provide supplementary information for their journala rticles, there is little knowledge of data capture and management and only moderate interest in novel approaches to data publication and sharing. Standards are generally adopted in ad e-facto fashion or when the publishing process demands their usage and few are aware of open or exchangef ormatsf or data. It is also apparent that knowledge of open repositories, particularly for data, is limited. Research data is only 'published' whenajournal requires it in support of an article or when it is mandatory to deposit withacentral database (the latter is relativelyu ncommon). However,r esearch chemistsd of ind the prospect of as ystem for data capture and management and the storage of ap ermanentr ecord appealing."
eCrystals
The eCrystals Federationp roject ran from November 2007 until January 2009, as ac ontinuation of the eBankU Kw ork. The key issues were explored at ac onsultation workshop held in October 2006, to which prospective partners and stakeholders were invited. [58] The aspirations of the workshop were: -D evelop aw idespread understandingf or the role of data repositories in scientific research,l earning and dissemination. -S cope an initial set of minimal requirements for ad ata repository to underpin the chemistry publication and dissemination processes. -B ring to light and probe issues surrounding interoperability,p reservation, harvestinga nd aggregationi nt he data repository environment. -P roduce an initial set of recommendations on schema design for constructiono fd ata repositories and data capture at the instrument level.
Discussiong roups considered: mechanismsf or datac apture;f ederation and interoperability;a nd the requirements of the wide range of parties with ap otential interesti n data repositories. The specifici nterests and concerns of nine stakeholders are presented in full in the comprehensive report: "Scaling Up:T owards aF ederation of CrystallographyD ata Repositories". [58] The report also includes af ull analysiso ft he then state of institutionalr epositories in the following areas:p olicy and practice;laboratoryw orkflows;standards and interoperability;m etadata schema;semantic issues;d ata citation;i dentifiersa nd linking;f ederation architecture;r ights and licensing; quality;a nd curation.
The eCrystals project established af ederation of institutional crystallography data repositories, comprising as mall international group of partner sites and other linkedd ata repositories. The project investigated aggregation issues arising from harvesting metadata from repositories in an international environment, therebye nablingi nteroperation with subject archives in other countries and with other third party harvesters. The project also made recommendations regarding goodp ractice for preservation in institutional data repositories and evaluated sustainablem odels for partnership. [63] An eCrystals institutionalr epository holds raw,d erived, and results dataf rom ac rystallography experiment, together with chemical and bibliographic metadata Record metadata complies with Dublin Core standards, [58] whichi se xtendedt oi nclude some necessary elements not in the core that are required to describe properties of datasets.
The eCrystals Federation model demonstrated the interoperability that is essential for such distributed systems. eCrystals also provided as uperb platform for developing and demonstrating the tools and services that could operate not only on individualrepositoriesbut also over afederated network of data repositories. [63] As ac onclusiont ot he project and to begin embedding this approach into the crystallographic community as atellite workshop was held at the IUCrXXI congress (August 2008, Osaka, Japan). [64] This workshop discussed new routes to data publicationa nd startedadiscussion theme in the community that is still going on to this day. [65] 
KeepIt
The KeepIt project ran from April 2009 until September 2010, with the overall aim of improving the long-term preservationo fd igital repository content. The project manager, ap reservation specialist worked with the managers of four existingr epositories, one being eCrystals. The project enabled those managers to formulate practical and achievable preservation plans, using existinga nd newly developed preservation tools and services with the support of training and advice.
The preliminaryp hase of the project identified ar ange of preservation requirements that informed the designa nd development of at raining course, which comprised five modules that are described in the publication "Preserving repository content:p ractical toolsf or repository managers": [66] -M odule 1: Organizational issues, audit, selection and appraisal -M odule 2: Institutional and lifecycle preservation costs -M odule 3: Primero np reservation workflow,f ormats and characterisation -M odule 4: Putting storage,f ormat managementa nd preservation planning in the repository -M odule 5: Trust, of the repository and of the tools and servicesi tchooses
The managers of the exemplar repositories "applied at least one of the tools to their own repositories"a nd as ar esult of the course revisited their preservation objectives. Furthermore, the managers and repository staff improved their understanding of the implications of organizing and administering their repository content.
"Additionally, the project helped managers to raise awareness (of the repository as well as digital preservation) among repository users,c olleagues andm anagers and provide tangible evidence to contributors and senior managers that repositories indeed take seriously their responsibility to ensure secure preservation of the content entrusted to them". [66] Fromt he eCrystals perspective, av ery importanta spect of the involvementw ith the KeepIt project was the registration of the CIF and CML file formats, thus enablingp reservation services to recognise and understand repository content automatically.
WebTracks
The WebTracksp roject [67] ran from August 2010 until November 2011, addressing inter-repository communication rather than repositories themselves. The outcomew as as pecificationf or an application-layer protocol, InterCom, enabling communication between digital data repositories of any type. [68] The project evolved from the earlier CLADDIER [69] and StoreLinkp rojects,i nr ecognition of the benefits of exchangingc itation information betweenr epositories, thereby enabling researchers to trace links between data and publications [70] and producedaprototype communicating between partner repositories. The specification describes the InterCom protocol as "more flexible than StoreLinka si t does not specify af ixed format for the metadata ontology and it allows the metadata properties to be defined per link."
Data Lifecycle Issues
The eBankp roject report noted in 2008: [58] "Whilst there is ag rowing bodyo fw ork relating to institutional policy associated with document repositories, there is as yet, little evidence that institutions are examining the curation and preservation of primary data within their Faculties, Schools and Departments."
The project also identifiedanumber of indicators pertinent to the future implementation of federated repositories for crystallographic data, two of which were particularly relevant to the data lifecycle: [63] "It is clear that preservation and curation issuesw ill have to be addressed politically by both institutions and the community."
"Advocacy programmes will be essential to assist with populating the data repositories, since there is no established culture of sharing data within the chemistry domain." Such issues were clearly recognisedd uring the KeepIt project: [66] "…the eCrystals team knew that whilst it is relatively easy to set up an ew repository,i ti si np opulating it with older data that the costs really mount up."
Preservation and curation are fundamentally dependent on metadata and on its capture at the earliest possible stage in the data lifecycle.T he importance of curationa t source is stressed in our recent paper about data curation issues in the chemical sciences (DCICS). The eBanka nd eCrystals projects clearly recognised the importance of metadata for interoperability: [58] "For ar epository to be interoperable with other repositories, via an integratedr esearch infrastructure, and to enable ah arvesting process by third party services, it must publish its metadata according to as trictly controlled schema."
Challenges and Requirements
The projects described in this Repositories Section have each identified challenges and requirements in ar ange of areas.
Standards
The secondw orkshop run the auspices of the CrystalGrid Network came to an umber of conclusionsw ith regard to standards: [61] "These findings relatet oarchival standards, practices and policies;a rchival formats and infrastructure;a nd community organization and mobilization to addresst he challenges of data management in the crystallography community."
The workshop also concluded that further researchw as requiredw ith regard to standards for referring to data sets from publications and also that standards were required to enable instrument vendors to offer raw data in open formats as wellasintheiro wn proprietary formats.
In considering policy and practice, the eBank project observed: [58] "The RIN Data Stewardship Principlesp rovide an appropriate framework into whichi nstitutional data policies can be positioned, however data policies need to be developed locally and reflect organisationalr equirementsa nd repository maturity."
With regardt os tandards for security,t he CrystalGrid workshop noted:
"Other important issues include standards for managing identity,p rivacy and access security at the file, sample and archive level, and mechanisms for creating and using handles used to refer to data sets and components of data sets across the entire crystallographic community."
Services
The need for interoperability introduces its own challenges and requirements,i nt hat file formats must be recognisable, so that preservation services can understandt he content of ar epository automatically.F ile formats therefore need to be incorporated into an approved registry,s uch as PRONOM. [71] Of equivalent importance is the complianceo f metadataw ith strictly controlled standards, thereby enabling harvesting by third party services.
Community and Infrastructure
The CrystalGrid workshop calledf or "broad community involvement"i nt he process of developing the necessary data managements tandards, practices, and infrastructure. [61] Another project in which Southampton was ap artner," Infrastructure for Integration in Structural Sciences (I2S2)" made ac ollectiono ffindingst hat included: [72] "A robustd ata management infrastructure which supports each researcher in capturing, storing,m anaging and working with all the data generated duringa ne xperiment.
Where crystallography data repositories alreadye xist, there is ar equirement to developt hem into ar obust service incorporatingc urationa nd preservation functions.
The potentialo fd ata for reusea nd repurposingc ould be maximised if standard data formats and encoding schemes, such as XML and RDF,a re widely used."
The community also needs to underwrite clarityo fo wnership of data. The eBank project asserted that "there is an eed to categorise roles such as that of 'creator', and to allocate public responsibility for creation of arecord". [58] 
Costing
Justifications for making and sustainingm ajor investments in repositories and data curationw ill depend greatly on cost benefit analyses. Jisc funded two studiest ou nderstand the long-term preservation costs for research data: the first study reported in 2008;t he second in 2010, having conducted ac osts data surveya nd performed data preservation cost modelling exercises for four of the organisations contributing to the study,o ne being the eCrystals repository. [73] The study "… identified and analysedc ollections of longlived researchd ata and information on associated preservation costs and benefits and provides al arger body of material and evidence against which existing and future research data preservation cost modelling exercises can be tested and validated."
It is widely accepted that preservation and curation are much betterp erformeda tt he time of the experiment. Curation delayed is less reliable and it is significantly more expensive to recreate data at al ater time. If the sample no longer exists, the costs may become prohibitive.
Roles and Responsibilities
Ak ey responsibility of ad ata repository is for the quality of the data it holds. The CambridgeC rystallographic Data Centre (CCDC) [74] was as takeholder in the eBank project and acknowledged issues not only with acquiring data for the Crystal Structure Database (CSD) but also with ensuring the accuracy of that data.
At the time of the projects described in this section, data citation was perceived to be ap otential issue,i np art because data and publications tended to be managed differently in institutionalr epositories and data archives. This situation has beenalleviated by the establishment of DataCite in 2009 as an international body that supports the assignment of persistent Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) to enable the preservation, citation, discovery,a nd reuse of data. [75] Institutional repositoriesu ndoubtedly havear ole in disseminating experiment data as well as the publicationst hat refer to those results. In 2008,S outhampton crystallographers co-organised aw orkshopu nder the auspices of the International Union of Crystallography to initiate ad ebate about the effective and efficient dissemination of the everincreasing volumeo fc rystallographic raw and results data. [76] That workshop also considered whether Open Access would assist in discharging the dissemination responsibility. There was a" general consensus that some of these new technologies and approaches can help, especially in the case where there is never going to be any associated journal article." Overall, there was recognitiont hat Open Access "could play arole in several different models."
7C onclusions
In this review of the evolution of digital chemistrya tt he University of Southampton we summarize for the first time our work on the interaction of chemical representation on the Semantic Webw ith the trajectory of the development in Electronic Laboratory Notebooks and link this to the summary of the wider data management projects we have undertaken. We show how the attitudes of researchers to recording and sharing information haveb een as important as the technical developments that have occurred over the last decade. While we report significant achievements, we also indicate how much workt here is still to be done to bring chemists and chemistry laboratories fully in the digital world.
